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Abstract We present a self�stabilizing token circulation protocol on unidirectional anonymous
rings� This protocol does not required processor identi�ers� no distinguished processor �i�e� all
processors perform the same algorithm�� The algorithm can deal with any kind of schedulings even
unfair ones�

Our protocol is a randomized self�stabilizing� meaning that starting from an arbitrary con�guration
�in response to an arbitrary perturbation modifying the memory state�� it reaches �with probability
�� a legitimate con�guration �i�e� a con�guration with only one token in the network�� Once the
system is stabilized the circulation of the sole token is ��fair �i�e� in every round� every processor
obtains the token once�� N token circulations are done in at most ��N�� computation steps where
N is the ring size�

The memory space required by our algorithm on each processor O�MN �� MN being the smallest
non divisor of ring size� In �BGJ		a
� it was been proven that the minimal memory space required
by a self�stabilizing token circulation under any unfair distributed scheduler is O�MN�� Previ�
ous randomized self�stabilizing token circulation protocols design to work under unfair distributed
schedulers require O�N� memory space or they have not bound on the service time �i�e� duration
of a token round�� Thus� we present the �rst protocol having the two major advantages� a bounded
service time and optimal in memory space�

Keywords� Distributed algorithm� self�stabilization� mutual exclusion� token circulation� anony�
mous ring� unfair scheduler� service time�

R�esum�e Nous pr�esentons un protocole auto�stabilisant de circulation de jeton sur les anneaux
anonymes et unidirectionnels� Les processeurs ne peuvent pas etre distingu�es car ils n�ont pas
d�identi�ant et ils ex�ecutent tous le meme algorithme� L�algorithme est auto�stabilisant quelque
soit l�ordonnancement des processeurs �meme si l�ordonnancement est in�equitable��

L�algorithme que nous pr�esentons est probabiliste� A partir d�une con�guration arbitraire �obtenu
apr�es une perturbation dans le r�eseau� il atteint avec une probabilit�e �egale �a � une con�guration
l�egitime �c�a�d une con�guration avec un seul jeton��

Une fois que le syst�eme est stable� la circulation de l�unique jeton est ���equitable �durant un tour�
chaque processeur obtient une et une seule fois le jeton�� N tours du jeton sont r�ealis�es en au plus
��N�� pas de calcul� N �etant la taille de l�anneau�
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L�espace m�emoire demand�e par notre protocole est O�MN � �etats par processeur �MN �etant le plus
petit entier non diviseur de la taille de l�anneau�� Il a �et�e prouv�e que l�espace m�emoire n�ecessaire
�a un protocole auto�stabilisant de circulation de jeton sous n�importe quel ordonnancement est
O�MN� �BGJ		a
�

Soit l�espace m�emoire demand�ee par les pr�ec�edents protocoles est O�N� �etats par processeur� soit
la dur�ee maximale d�une circulation du jeton est non born�ee� Nous pr�esentons donc le premier pro�
tocole ayant les deux propri�et�es suivantes� optimal en espace m�emoire et ayant un borne sup�erieure
sur la dur�ee d�un tour du jeton�

Mots cl�es� syst�emes r�eparties� auto�stabilisation� syst�emes asynchrones� anonyme processeur�
exclusion mutuelle� circulation de jeton� temps de service

� Introduction

Robustness is one of the most important requirements of modern distributed systems� Various
types of faults are likely to occur at various parts of the system� These systems go through the
transient faults because they are exposed to constant change of their environment�
The concept of self�stabilization �Dij��
 is the most general technique to design a system to tolerate
arbitrary transient faults� A self�stabilizing system� regardless of the initial states of the processors
and initial messages in the links� is guaranteed to converge to the intended behavior in �nite time�

Mutual exclusion is a fundamental task for the management of distributed system� A solution to
the problem of mutual exclusion is to implement a token circulation� the processor having the token
is granted access to the critical resource�

In this paper we address the task� token circulation on anonymous rings of any size� We have
in mind to obtain solutions both self�stabilizing and providing a good service time� Service time
is the maximal time in term of computation steps required by the protocol to perform a token
circulation� Because� on anonymous networks� without the ability to break symmetry� deterministic
self�stabilizing token circulation are impossible� our protocol is randomized�

Related works� Based on the random walks techniques� self�stabilizing randomized token circu�
lation protocols on bidirectionnel anonymous networks have been designed �IJ	�� DL��
�

�Her	�� BCD	�
 present randomized token circulation protocols on unidirectional rings that sta�
bilize with some type of schedulers �resp� synchronous scheduler and k�bounded scheduler�� In
�KY	�
� the �rst token circulation protocol on unidirectional rings that self�stabilizes under unfair
distributed schedulers is presented� �BGJ		b
 presents a space optimal token circulation protocol
on unidirectional rings that self�stabilizes under unfair distributed schedulers� An adaptation of this
protocol that has a better stabilization time is presented in �Ros��
� In �BDLGJ��
� the protocol
of �BGJ		b
 is extended in order to manage any anonymous unidirectional networks�
The protocols of �Her	�� BCD	�� KY	�� BGJ		b� Ros��� DGT��
 are all based on the same tech�
nique� �to randomly retard the token circulation�� A processor having a token randomly decides
to pass or not the token� Under any scheduler� there is a probability one that one token T � moves
faster that the other tokens� thus T � will eventually catches up the others tokens and will eliminate
them�
The drawback of this technique is the service time� Once the ring is stabilized �i�e� there is
only one token in the ring�� the only token also delays its moves� If the delay is unbounded
�BCD	�� KY	�� BGJ		b� Ros��
 the upper bounded of the service time is in�nite� a processor may
never get the token because the token stay forever on the same processor� More precisely these
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protocols are only weakly self�stabilizing for the speci�cation �one token fairly circulates in the
ring��
Datta and al� �DGT��
 have adapted this technique to guarantee an upper bounded and an average
bounded of the service time �the both are O�N���� the protocol ensures a boundary to the slowness
of a token move�
Kakugawa and al� in �KY	�
 have presented a token circulation protocol where the token circulation
is not delayed� But this protocol can work only under a weak scheduler �a centralized one�� By
delaying the token circulation� Kakugawa and al� in �KY��
 have adapted their protocol presented
in �KY	�
 to run under any unfair distributed scheduler� The service time is �N �
Johnen �Joh��
 have presented a protocol where once stabilized� the only token is not delayed
or locked� therefore this protocol ensures an optimal service� after N computation steps� each
processor has obtained one time the token�

Our contribution� We present a self�stabilizing token circulation protocol for anonymous uni�
directional ring of any size under unfair distributed scheduler� Our protocol is not based on the
technique �to randomly delay the token circulation��
Our protocol does not require fairness property from the scheduler� On the contrary� under any
scheduler� the obtained computation is N �fair even during the stabilization period �i�e� two actions
of a processor� another processor performs at most N actions��
Once stabilized� the service time depends only of the scheduler� Under a synchroneous scheduler�
a token circulation is done in N computation steps �the optimal time�� Under any scheduler� N
token circulations require at most O�N�� computation steps�
As the protocols of �DGT��
� �KY��
 and �Joh��
� our protocol is self�stabilizing for the speci�cation
�one token fairly circulates in the ring�� The protocol of �DGT��
� �KY��
 and �Joh��
 have an
upper bounded on the service time �a token round takes respectively O�N��� �N � or N computation
steps�� The protocols of �DGT��
� �KY��
 and �Joh��
 require O�log�N�� memory space on each
processor� Our protocol requires only O�MN� memory space on each processor� MN being the
smallest non divisor of ring size N �MN is constant on the average�� In �BGJ		a
� it was been
proven that the minimal memory space required by a self�stabilizing token circulation under any
unfair distributed scheduler is O�MN�� Thus� our protocol is optimal in memory space�
We give a complete formal proof of correctness and convergence of our protocol�

Outline� The model for randomized self�stabilizing protocols is presented in section �� In section ��
we present SS TC Weak� a weak version of our protocol that can deal only with weak schedulers
�k�bounded ones�� The self�stabilization SS TC Weak is proven in section �� In section �� we
present SS TC� our self�stabilizing token circulation protocol for unidirectional anonymous rings
of any size� The later protocol can deal with any unfair distributed scheduler�

� Model

Abstract model� A non deterministic distributed system is represented in the abstract model
of transition systems� A distributed system is a tuple DS � �C� T���I� where C is the set of all
system con�gurations� � is the �nite alphabet� For any letter � of �� T� is a transition function of
C to C subsets� I is a C subset called the initial con�gurations� We said that there is a transition
from c of label � if T��c� �� �� The outputs of the transition T��c� are the con�gurations of the
set T��c�� In a randomized distributed system� there is a probabilistic law on the outputs of a
transition� Let TC� be the distributed system de�ned as �fA�B�� B�g� T� fa� b�� b�g� fA�B�� B�g�
where Ta�A� � fA�B�� B�g� Tb��A� � fA�B�g� Tb��A� � fA�B�g� Tb��B�� � Tb��B�� � fB�� B�g
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and Tb��B�� � Tb��B�� � �� The probabilistic law associates to the transition Ta�A� is ��� for the
con�guration A and ��� for B� and B�� The probability laws associated to other transitions are
��� for each transition output�

A computation step is a pair of con�gurations �ci� cj� where cj is an output of a transition
starting from ci� A computation e of DS is a sequence of consecutive computation steps e �
�c�� c��� �c�� c�� � � �� where c� � I� A computation is maximal� if the computation is either in�nite�
or �nite and the �nal con�guration is a deadlock� ex � �A�A�x�A�B����B�� B���B�� B���� is a
maximal computation of TC� for any value of x� In the sequel of our paper� all computation is
assumed to be maximal�

Let c be an initial con�guration of a distributed system� The c�tree is the tree composed of
all maximal computations whose initial con�guration is c� The computation forest of a distributed
system �C� T���I� is the set of all c�trees where c � I� The �gure � illustrates the notion of tree�
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Figure �� The beginning of A�tree of the distributed system TC�

Interpretation� In fact� the distributed system is a networks of processors �Proc� computing
protocol P � A protocol has a collection of variables �internal and�or �eld� and has a code part�
A processor communicates only with its neighbors �a subset of Proc�� Communication among
neighbors is carried out by �eld variables�

The state of a processor is the collection of values of the process�s variables �internal or �eld��
A con�guration of a distributed system is a vector of processor states� A local con�guration is the
part of a con�guration that can be �seen� by a processor �i�e� its state and the �eld variables of
its neighbors��

The code is a �nite set of guarded rules� �i�e� label�� guard � action��
The guard of a rule on p is a boolean expression involving p local con�guration� The action of a p
rule updates the p state� If the action is randomized� several statements are possible� and each of
them has some probability� A processor p is enabled at a con�guration c� if the rule guard of p is
satis�ed in c�

Computation step versus transition� Let c be a con�guration� and CH be a subset of enabled
processors at c� We denote by � c � CH � the set of con�gurations that are reachable from c after
that the processors of CH have performed an action� A computation step has three elements�
��� an initial con�guration� c� ��� a set of enabled processors� CH � and ��� a con�guration of
� c � CH �� The computation steps can be interpreted in terms of transitions in the abstract
model� � c � CH � is the output con�gurations of the abstract transition TCH�c� �in this abstract
model� the alphabet letters represents the subsets of Proc��
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For instance� TC� is the system transition representing the weak self�stabilizing token circula�
tion �BCD	�
 on the unidirectional ring of size �� Each processor has the same rule�

Tokenp � if �random��� �� � �� then Pass Tokenp�
A is the con�guration where all processors have a token� B� �resp� B�� is the con�guration where
only the processor p� �resp� p�� has a token� The letter a represents the processor subset fp�� p�g�
the letter b� �resp� b�� represents the processor subset fp�g �resp� fp�g��

In the case of a deterministic protocol� a computation step is totally de�ned by the initial
con�guration and the set of enabled processors� But in the case of randomized protocol� the
�nal con�guration depends on the output of each processor action� Therefore� in the case of
randomized protocols� the computation step has a fourth characteristic element� the probabilistic
value associated to the computation step� This value depends on the probabilistic law of the random
variable of each processor involved in the computation step�

Strategy� Clearly� no probabilistic space can be directly based on computation tree structure�
Speci�c subtrees can equipped with a probabilistic space� the strategies �BGJ		b
� The formal
strategy de�nition is given below�

De�nition ��� Let DS be a distributed system� Let Tr be a tree of DS� A DS strategy is a subtree
of Tr where at a node� there is only one outgoing transition�

The basic notion used to de�ne a probabilistic space on the computations of a given strategy
st is the cone� Cones have been introduced in �Seg	�
� A cone Ch of st is the set of all st�s
computations with the common pre�x h� length�h� is the number of computation steps in h� The
measure of a st�cone Ch is the measure of the pre�x h �i�e�� the product of the probability of every
computation step occurring in h�� For instance� the measure of st��cone Ch� ��gure ��a� where
h� � �A� a� B�� is ���� the measure of st��cone Ch� ��gure ��b� where h� � �A� b�� B�� is ����
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Figure �� The beginning of two TC� strategy st�

Scheduler� Basically� a scheduler is intended to be an abstraction of the external non�determinism�
Because the e�ect of the environment is unknown in advance� the scheduler notion must be able
to formalize any external behavior� De�ning a scheduler in some operational way � at that point
of the computation the scheduler has such or such choice � raises the problem to de�ne exactly in
function of what the choice is made� If the choice depends of the actual con�guration and of the
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history� the generality of the scheduler is restricted� How� for instance� express that the scheduler
must be fair� That is the reason why in a deterministic system� we de�ne a scheduler as a predicate
�subset� on in�nite computations� In our framework� the key notion is the strategy� Formally� a
scheduler is completely de�ned by the set of strategies which it may �produce��

De�nition ��� Let DS be a distributed system� A scheduler D is a set of DS strategies�

Let DS be a distributed system� The unfair distributed scheduler is the set of all DS strategies�
The fair scheduler is the set of DS strategies that contain only fair computations� The ��fair
scheduler is the set of DS strategies st such that Pst�unfair computations� � �� A k�bounded
scheduler is the set of strategies that contain only k�bounded computations �i�e� any computation
verifying the following property �until a processor p is enabled another processor can perform at
most k actions���

��� Self�stabilization of a randomized protocol

In this section� we de�ne the self�stabilization for randomized protocols with respect to the proba�
bilistic model�

Notation ��� Let st be a strategy of a distributed system DS performing a protocol P under a
scheduler D� Let PR be a predicate over con�gurations� The notation c � PR means that the
con�guration c veri�es the predicate PR� We note by EPRst the set of st computations reaching a
con�guration that satis�es the predicate PR�

De�nition ��� �Predicate closure	 Let L be a predicate de�ned on con�gurations of a dis�
tributed system DS� L is closed if any computation step cs from any con�guration c� that veri�es
L reaches a con�guration c� that veri�es L�

A problem speci�cation SP is a predicate on computations� for instance the speci�cation of the
leader problem is �the system has and will always have one and only one leader� the leadership does
not move�� The de�nition of self�stabilization of DS under the scheduler D for a speci�cation SP
required the de�nition of a predicate on con�gurations �legitimate predicate� L� If the DS converge
to L and veri�es the L�correctness property then DS is a self�stabilizing system for SP under D�
In a deterministic system� the convergence property is �all computations under a scheduler D
reach a legitimate con�guration�� In a randomized system the de�nition of convergence property
is probabilistic� �the probability to reach a legitimate con�guration is � in any strategy of the
scheduler D�� The L�correctness property is deterministic in any distributed system �deterministic
or not�� �any computation from a legitimate con�guration c �i�e� c � L� satis�es the speci�cation
SP��

De�nition ��
 �Probabilistic convergence	 Let L be a predicate de�ned on con�gurations� A
randomized distributed system DS executing the protocol P under a scheduler D converges to L i��
In any strategy st of DS under D the probability of the set of computations reaching L is equal to
�� Formally� �st of DS under D� Pst�ELst� � ��

De�nition ��� �Probabilistic Self�stabilization	 A randomized distributed system DS execut�
ing the protocol P under a scheduler D is self�stabilizing for a speci�cation SP 	predicate on the
computations
� if there exists a predicate on con�guration L such that DS converges to L and
veri�es the following property�
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� correctness �st of DS under D� �e � st� if e � EL then e has a su�x that veri�es SP �

The protocols �Her	�� BCD	�� KY	�� BGJ		b� Ros��
 are only weakly self�stabilizing for the
speci�cation �one and only one token fairly circulates in the ring�� Because� some computations
from any �legitimate� con�guration are not correct� It its always possible that �a token stays
forever on the same processor�� Fortunately� the probability of a such event is � in any strategy�

De�nition ��� �Weak Probabilistic Self�stabilization	 A randomized distributed system DS
executing the protocol P under a scheduler D is weakly self�stabilizing for a speci�cation SP � if DS
veri�es the following property�

� probabilistic correctness �st of DS under D� Pst	fe has a su�x that veri�es SPg� � ��

Based on previous works on the probabilistic automata �see �Seg	�
� �SL	�
� �WSS	�
� �BGJ		b

presents a detailed framework for proving self�stabilization of probabilistic distributed systems� A
key notion is local convergence denoted LC� The LC property is a progress statement as those
presented in �CM��
 �for the deterministic systems� and �Seg	�
 �for the probabilistic systems��
Informally� the LC�PR�� PR�� D� �� property for a randomized self�stabilizing system means that
starting in a con�guration satisfying PR�� the system will reach a con�guration which satis�es PR��
in less that D computation steps with a probability greater than �� Formally the local convergence
property is de�ned as follows�

De�nition �� �Local Convergence	 Let st be a strategy� PR� and PR� be two predicates on
con�gurations� where PR� is a closed predicate� Let � be a positive probability and D a positive
integer� Let Ch be a st�cone with last�h� � PR� and let M be the set of sub�cones Ch� of the cone
Ch such that for every sub�cone Ch�� last�h�� � PR� and length�h��� length�h� � D� The cone Ch
satis�es LC �PR�� PR�� �� D� if and only if Prst�

S
Ch��M Ch�� � ��

Now� if in strategy st� there exist �st � � and Dst � � such that any st�cone� Ch with
last�h� � PR�� satis�es LC�PR�� PR�� �st� Dst�� then the main theorem of the framework presented
in �BGJ		b
 states that the probability of the set of computations of st reaching con�gurations sat�
isfying both PR� and PR� is �� Formally�

Theorem ��� �BGJb� Let st be a strategy� Let PR� and PR� be closed predicates on con�
�gurations such that Prst�EPR�� � �� If 	�st � � and 	Dst � � such that any st�cone Ch
with last�h� � PR�� satis�es the LC �PR�� PR�� �st� Dst� property� then Prst�EPR� � �� where
PR � PR� 
 PR��

� Token circulation protocol under k�bounded schedulers

We present SS TC Weak� a self�stabilizing token circulation protocol for anonymous unidirectional
rings of any size under k�bounded schedulers� A k�bounded scheduler selectes any strategy con�
taining only k�bounded computations� In a k�bounded computation� until a processor p is enabled
another processor can perform at most k actions� SS TC Weak is the conjunction of two protocol
layers�

The �rst layer is the self�stabilizing token circulation protocol under k�bounded scheduler presented
by Beauquier� Cordier and Dela�et in �BCD	�
� A processor having a token �called Mark� randomly
decides to keep its mark or to pass it to its right neighbor �rule R� and R��� Unfortunately� there
is not upper bounded on the time needed by a Mark to perform a round� This protocol allows to
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Protocol ��� SS TC Weak � Bound Service Time � Space optimal token circulation protocol

Field variables �
mrp �the Mark value� is an integer bounded by MN

cp �the color value� takes value in f�� �� �g

Macros �lp is p�s left neighbor��
Pass Markp � mrp �� �mrlp  �� modMN

Predicates �
Markp � mrp �� �mrlp  �� modMN

Tokenp � �markp 
 cp � clp� � �markp 
 cp �� clp�

Rules �
R� ��Markp 
 Tokenp �

If �random��� �� � �� then fPass Markp� cp �� clpg

R� ��Markp 
 Tokenp �
If �random��� �� � �� then fPass Markp� cp �� clpg

else cp �� �cp  �  random��� ��� mod �
R� �� Markp 
 Tokenp � cp �� clp

distinct one processor in the ring � the processor verifying the Mark predicate� The distinguished
processor changes time to time when the Mark moves�

The second layer is a self�stabilizing token circulation on semi�uniform rings of any size� The
distinguished processor does not execute the same algorithm as the other processors� A standard
processor �a processor that does not verify the Mark predicate� has a token when it does not
have the same color has its left neighbor� A standard processor passes its token by taking the
color of its left neighbor �rule R��� Unlike the others� the distinguished processor �processor that
verifying theMark predicate� has a token when it does have the same color has its left neighbor� it
passes the token by changing its color �rule R��� In �Dij��
� Dijkstra has presented a self�stabilizing
token circulation based on this idea requiring N  � colors� In �Her	�
� Herman have presented
an adaptation of the Dijkstra protocol requiring only � colors� The space improvement is possible
because the distinguished processor randomly chooses its new color� To prove his protocol� Herman
assumes that the scheduler is central and randomized� in any con�guration� the scheduler randomly
chooses one enabled processor� We have adapted the protocol of �Her	�
 to deal with a moving
distinguished processor� We give a prove of our protocol under any k�bounded scheduler�

The service time of SS TC Weak does not depend on the output of random variables but only on
the scheduling� Under a synchronous schedule a round requires only N steps� �section �����

� Self�stabilization Proof of SS TC Weak

We prove that the protocol ��� under a k�bounded scheduler converges to a legitimate con�guration�

De�nition 
�� A processor holds a token i� it veri�es the predicate Token�

Let T be a token held by p� The color of T is the color of the p�s left neighbor�
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The L� predicate on con�gurations is de�ned by one and only one processor veri�es the Mark

predicate� A con�guration verifying L� is said semi�legitimate�

The legitimate predicate L on con�guration is � one processor and only processor has a Mark and
one and only one processor veri�es the Token predicate�

��� Convergence of SS TC Weak to a semi�legitimate con�guration

In this section� we prove that L� is an attractor� First we prove that L� predicate is closed� Then�
we prove that in strategy under a k�bounded scheduler� the probability to reach a semi�legitimate
con�guration is �� The convergence proof to a semi�legitimate is very similar to the convergence
proof of protocol �BCD	�
 under a k�bounded scheduler given in �BGJ		b
� We present the proof
only for the sake of completeness�

Observation 
�� For any con�guration� there is at least one processor that veri�es the Mark
predicate because MN does not divide the ring size N � Any processor p having a Mark is enabled�
There is not deadlock con�guration�

Lemma 
�� In the protocol SS TC Weak under any scheduler� the predicate L� is closed�

Proof� During a computation step� either the processor holding a Mark �i�e� verifying the Mark
predicate� does not pass the Mark� or it passes its Mark� In the �rst case� it stays the only marked
processor� in the seconde case� its neighbor becomes the new marked processor� �

Lemma 
�� Let k be an integer� Let st be a strategy of the protocol SS TC Weak under a k�

bounded scheduler� Any cone of st satis�es LC �true� L�� �
�
kN��N�

� kN�  N���

Proof� Let Ch be a cone of st� Assume that in last�h�� there are m � � marked processors� Let
p�� p�� � � �pm be the processors having a Mark in last�h�� We name M� �resp� M�� the Mark in p�
�resp� p��� Let d� be the distance between M� and M��

Let sc� be the following scenario � during the last step of sc� �i� the R� Mark moves from p� to
p���s right neighbor� and �ii� M� does not move during sc�� At the end of sc�� the distance between
M� and M� has decreased
We study the sub�cone Chh� of Ch where � h� ends with an action of p� where it passes its Mark or
by the merging of two Marks� h� contains at most one action of p�� and during h� the processor p�
keeps its Mark� h� realizes the sc� scenario or two Marks merge� As the scheduler is k�bounded� h�
exists and other processors perform at most k actions in h�� Each time that p� performs an action
in h�� its random variable takes the value �� when p� performs its action� its random variable takes

the value �� We have jh�j � k�N � ��  � and Pst�Chh�� � Pst�Ch��
�
�
k��
�

By repeating d� times the scenario sc�� the system reaches a con�guration where M� has merged
with M�� Let Chh� be a sub�cone of Ch� where h

� realizes d� times the scenario sc� or two Marks
merge� In last�h��� there are at most m � � Marks� We have jh�j � d��k�N � ��  �� � kN�  N �

and Pst�Chh�� � Pst�Ch��
�
�
d��k��� � Pst�Ch��

�
�
N�k���

�
By repeating m � � times the scenario sc� the system reaches a con�guration where there is one
Mark� Let ChH be a sub�cone of Ch� where H realizes m � � times the scenario sc� We have

jH j � �m����kN� N� � kN� N�� and Pst�ChH� � Pst�Ch��
�
�
�m����kN��N�

� Pst�Ch��
�
�
N��k���

�
�

From Theorem ��� and Lemma ���� we get �

Theorem 
�� In any strategy st of protocol ��� under any k�bounded scheduler� the probability of
the set of computations reaching L� is ��

	



��� Convergence of SS TC Weak to a legitimate con�guration

In this section� we study only the computations from a semi�legitimate con�guration� We will
prove that under a k�bounded scheduler� the probability to reach a legitimate con�guration from a
semi�legitimate con�guration is �� in any strategy� We also prove the the predicate L is closed�

Observation 
�� After that a processor performs an action during a computation step cs� it does
not have a Token unless it left neighbor has changed its state during cs�

Let p be a processor that does not have the color of its left neighbor� p has a Token or a Mark�

Lemma 
�� Let c be a con�guration c that veri�es L�� In c� there is at least one processor that
has a Token�

Proof� If all processors have the same color then the processor having the Mark has a Token�

Assume that there are at least two colors in the ring� Let p� be processor having the Mark� Let p�
be the �rst processor at the right of p� that does not have p��s color� p� has a Token or the Mark
�Observation ����� As there are several colors in the ring p� �� p�� Thus p� has a Token� �

Lemma 
�
 Let cs be a computation step from a con�guration c that veri�es L�� Let p be a
processor that has a Token after cs� Assume that p has not a Token in c or it has performed a rule�
p has a Token after cs i� p�s left neighbor has performed rule R� or R� during cs�

Proof� We name q the p�s left neighbor� If p has a Token in c then �by hypothesis� it has performed
an action during cs� If q does not perform an action� during cs then p has not a Token after cs
�Observation ����� If p does not have a Token in c and q does not perform any action during cs
then clearly p has not a Token after cs� Thus q performs anction during cs�

Therefore� q has a Mark or�and a Token in c� We name co the color of q and co� the color of q left
neighbor� in c�

Assume that q performed R� action during cs� Thus� q has the only Mark in the ring� and co �� co��
We conclude that p has not a mark before cs� Therefore� during cs� either p performs R� action
or not action� If p does not perform any action then p did not have a Token �by hypothesis� and
neither a Mark in c� Therefore the p color is co before and after cs� If p performs action R�� p has
the color co after cs� In any case� after cs� p has the co color�

After cs� q has kept its state �i�e� it has kept its Mark� or it has passed its Mark to p� In the �rst
case� p cannot not have a Token after cs �Observation ����� In the last case� q has changed its color
during cs to get the color co�� After cs� p has a Mark and does not have the q�s color� it does not
have a Token� We conclude that q does not perform R� during cs�

We have proven that q performs rule during cs� This rule is R� or R�� �

Corollary 
�� Let T� be a Token hold by p� Along any computation after any action of p� T� is
held by p�s right neighbor or its has vanished�

Lemma 
�� Along any computation from any semi�legitimate con�guration� the number of Tokens
cannot increase�

��



Proof� Let cs be a computation step from a con�guration c that veri�es L�� Let q� be a processor
that has a Token after cs and not before cs� q��s left neighbor� q�� has performed rule R� or R�

�Lemma ����� Thus� q� had a Token before cs� q� has still a Token after cs i� q�s left neighbor
�called q�� has performed rule R� or R� during cs �Lemma �����

By induction� we build a �nite series of processors of � � m � N q�� q�� ��� such that �i� �i �
��� m� �
� qi is at the right of qi�� and qi has a Token after cs� �ii� �i � ��� m
�qi has a Token in
c� �iii� qm has not a Token after cs� �iv� q� has not a Token in c� We conclude that along any

computation� the number of Tokens cannot increase whatever may happen� �

Lemma 
�� L is a closed predicate�

Proof� L� is closed �Lemma ����� There is always a Token in the ring �Lemma ����� As� along
any computation from any semi�legitimate con�guration� the number of Tokens cannot increase
�Lemma ����� We conclude that L is closed� �

Lemma 
� Let k be an integer� Let st be a strategy of the protocol SS TC Weak under a k�

bounded scheduler� Any cone of st satis�es LC �L�� L� �
�
�kN��kN�N�

� kN�  kN  N���

Proof� Let Ch be a cone of st� Assume that in last�h�� there are m � � Tokens� The Mark is on
the processor P � Let p� �resp� p�� be the �rst processor at the P left �resp� p� left� having a Token
in last�h�� We name T� �resp� T�� the Mark in p� �resp� p��� Let d� be the distance between M�
and P � Let d� be the distance between M� and M�� We have d�  d� � n�

If P does not have a Token� we de�ned sc� has the following scenario where co is the color of the
T� Token� �preamble step� the T� Token reaches P � ��rst step� the P does not takes the co color
during the R� action� �second step� the T� Token reaches P �
If P does have a Token we de�ne sc� has the following scenario where co is the color of the T� Token�
��rst step� P does not take the co color during the R� action� �second step� the T� Token reaches
P � In all cases� during cs� the Mark does not move� At the end of this scenario� all processors
from p� to Pl included have the same color� co� At the end� of cs�� T� has vanished� The Token
T� should be on P the marked processor but the color of P is not the color of its left neighbor Pl�
P has not Token�

We study the Chh� sub�cones of Ch� where h
� realizes �i� cs� or �ii� two Tokens merge� The duration

of the preamble step and the �rst step is at most �d�  ��k steps under a k�bounded schedule�
between two steps of T�� P performs at most k actions� Similarly� the duration of the second step
is at most d�k steps� During cs�� no Token does catch up its preceding Token� thus any Token

performs at most �N steps� Therefore� jh�j � �N ��k �Nm and Pst�Chh�� � Pst�Ch��
�
�
�d��d����k��

� Pst�Ch��
�
�
�N���k��

�

By repeating m � � times the scenario sc� the system reaches a con�guration where there is one
Token� Let ChH be a sub�cone of Ch� where H realizes m � � times the scenario sc or m � �
Tokens have merged� We have jH j � �N  ��mk  �N�m � kN�  kN  �N�� and Pst�ChH� �

Pst�Ch��
�
�
�kN��kN�N�

� �

From Theorem ��� and Lemmas ��� and ���� we get �

Theorem 
�� In any strategy st of protocol ��� under any k�bounded scheduler� the probability of
the set of computations reaching L is ��

��



��� Correctness of SS TC Weak

In this section we will prove that SS TC Weak protocol satis�es the speci�cation �one and only
one Token fairly circulates in the ring and during a round� every processor obtains the Token exactly
one time� under a k�bounded scheduler�

Theorem 
�� Any computation of the protocol ��� under any k�bounded scheduler from a legiti�
mate con�guration satis�es the speci�cation �one and only one Token fairly circulates in the ring
and during a round� every processor obtains the Token exactly one time�

Proof� In a legitimate con�guration there are only one Token�

As L is closed� in any computation from a legitimate con�guration there is always one and only
one Token� The processor p holding the Token is enabled �R� or R��� Therefore� p waits at most
kN computation steps before performing an action under a k�bounded scheduler�

Let cs be the computation step where p performs an action �R� or R��� As p has the only Token�
during cs� p�s left neighbor does perform action R� or R�� p has not the Token after cs �Lemma
����� According to Lemma ���� p�s right neighbor has the Token after cs�

After at most kN� computation steps� the Token has performed a round� Clearly during a round
a processor gets exactly one time the Token� �

� Token circulation protocol under unfair distributed schedulers

In �BGJ		a
 is informally presented a protocol�compiler that transforms a self�stabilizing proto�
col under a k�bounded scheduler into an self�stabilizing protocol under any unfair distributed
scheduler� A formal presentation may be found in �BGJ��
� After transformation of the proto�
col SS TC Weak� we get the protocol SS TC �protocol �����

The compiler modi�es the rule ofSS TC Weak� in such a way that holding a privilege is necessary
to perform an action of SS TC Weak� After an action of SS TC Weak� the processor has passed
the Privilege to its neighbor� If a processor holds a Privilege and it does not satisfy any guard
of SS TC Weak it must pass its Privilege when it is chosen by the scheduler� When a processor
passes a Privilege� if it can perform an action of SS TC Weak� it performs this action� We prevent
the scheduler from having unfair behaviors� the scheduler cannot avoid choosing a processor� A
processor satisfying a guard of SS TC Weak has to wait at most N � �N � ���� computation steps
before performing this action� another processor can perform at mostN actions during the waiting�

The transformation ensures the following property� in any strategy of the protocol SS TC under
any unfair distributed scheduler� the probability to reach a legitimate con�guration �a con�guration
where there is one Mark and one Token� is ��

Property ��� The properties of this transformation have been largely studied �BGJb�� �Ros����
and �BGJ���� One of the most interesting properties are�

� any computation has a su�x where the number of Privilege does not change�

� there is at least one Privilege in the ring�

� the number of Privileges cannot increase�

� The upper bound on the time needed by a Privilege to perform X rounds is �X  ��N�

computation steps�

��



Protocol ��� SS TC � Bound Service Time � Space optimal token circulation protocol

Shared variables �
prp �the privilege value� is an integer bounded by MN

mrp �the Mark value� is an integer bounded by MN

cp �the color value� takes value in f�� �� �g

Macros �lp is p�s left neighbor��
Pass privilegep � prp �� �prlp  �� modMN

Pass Markp � mrp �� �mrlp  �� modMN

Predicates �
Markp � mrp �� �mrlp  �� modMN

Privilegep � prp �� �prlp  �� modMN

Tokenp � �markp 
 cp � clp� � �markp 
 cp �� clp�

Rules �
M� �� Privilegep 
Markp 
 Tokenp � Pass Privilegep�

If �random��� �� � �� then fPass Markp� cp �� clpg
M� �� Privilegep 
Markp 
 Tokenp � Pass Privilegep�

If �random��� �� � �� then fPass Markp� cp �� clpg
else cp �� �cp  �  random��� �� mod ��

M� �� Privilegep 
 Markp 
 Tokenp � Pass Privilegep� cp �� clp
M� �� Privilegep 
 Markp 
 Tokenp � Pass Privilegep

��� Service Time of SS TC

Let T be the Token that will stay forever in the ring� We prove that N T �token circulations require
at most �N� computation steps� We also establishes that any computation from a legitimate
con�guration has a su!x where a Token circulation requires N steps under a synchronous scheduler�

Lemma ��� Let e be a computation of SS TC from a semi�legitimate con�guration� We name T
the Token that will stay forever in the ring�

Assume that e reaches a con�guration where a processor p holds T and a Privilege 	called Pr�
�
Then along c� T and Pr� will circulate forever together unless Pr� merges with another privilege�

Proof� Let cs be the computation step where p performs an action �M� or M��� As p has the T
Token� During cs� According corollary ���� p right neighbor has the Token after cs� Thus after
cs� p�s right neighbor has the Token and the Privilege Pr� unless p�s right neighbor was holding a
privilege and the two privileges vanish�

Let cs be a computation step� where p�s left neighbor performs an action and p does not� After cs�
two Privileges have merged �the Privilege that was on p�s left neighbor has caught Pr��� During
the merging� it is possible that two Privileges vanish� After cs� p has not any privilege� �

Lemma ��� Let T be the Token that will stay forever in the ring� In any computation of SS TC

from a legitimate con�guration� N T �rounds take at most �N� computation steps�

��



Proof� Let c be a semi�legitimate con�guration with m Privileges� We study a computation from
c�

Let p be the processor having the Token T � If p does not have a Privilege then the Token T stays
on p until p get a Privilege� p will get a Privilege in less than �N� computation steps �Property
����� Then� p has the Token T and a Privilege�

Now the Token and the Privilege will circulate together until the Privilege merges with another
Privilege �Lemma ���� and the two Privileges vanish� This event can happen at most �m � ����
times during any computation from c� After such an event� the Token circulation is delayed by
�N� computation steps �Property �����

Once the Token T is joined with a Privilege� N T �token circulation needs �N  ��N� computation
steps� assuming that there is no Privilege disparition �Property �����

Therefore� N T �round requires� in the worst case� �m���N� �N� �N ��N� � �N� computation
steps� �

Lemma ��� Any computation of SS TC from a legitimate con�guration� has a su�x where a
Privilege and the Token are always hold by the same processor�

Proof� Let c be a legitimate con�guration� We study a e computation from c�

e has a su!x e� where no Privilege disapeared� In e�� the number of Privileges is constant� Let c
be a con�guration reached in e�� Let p be the processor having the Token in c� If p does not have
a Privilege then the Token stays on p until p get a Privilege� After at most N� computation steps�
p has the Token and a Privilege� �

Lemma ��
 Any computation under any schedulers of SS TC from a legitimate con�guration� has
a su�x where a Token circulation requires at most N� steps� Any computation under a synchronous
scheduler of SS TC from a legitimate con�guration� has a su�x where a Token circulation requires
N steps�

Proof� Let c be a legitimate con�guration� We study an e computation from c�

e has a su!x e� where no Privilege disappeared and the Token and a Privilege are always on the
same processor� The Token and the Privilege will circulate together forever �Lemma �����

Under any scheduler� a T �round is a Privilege�round� Under any scheduler� X Privilege�rounds
require at most �X  N�N computation steps� Under a synchronous scheduler� a Pr� round needs
N computation steps� �

��� Stabilization Time of SS TC

In this section� we interest to the time requires on the average by the protocol SS TC to reach a
legitimate con�guration in any strategy under any scheduler� This time is called the stabilization
time�

SS TC is the conjunction of two protocol layers� The �rst layer is TC protocol �self�stabilizing
Token circulation protocol under unfair distributed schedulers� presented in �BGJ		a
� TC is
the transformation by the protocol�compiler presented in �BGJ��
 of Token circulation presented
protocol �BCD	�
� The �rst layer protocol is a self�stabilizing protocol for the speci�cation �the
ring has only one Mark�� Rosaz in �Ros��
 proves that in any strategy� the average convergence
time of protocol in �BGJ		a
 is O�N�� computation steps�

��



Thus the average time requires by protocol SS TC to reach a semi�legitimate con�guration is
O�N�� computation steps� in any strategy�

Now� we will compute the average time requires by protocol SS TC to reach a legitimate con�gu�
ration� First� we will compute the average time for a Token to reach the Mark �i�e� the Mark and
the Token are held by the same processor��

Let c a a semi�legitimate con�guration where there are several Tokens� Let T be the Token that
will stay forever in the ring� We name T� the �rst Token at the left of the Mark� We name d� the
distance from T� to Mark� Assume that between T� and the Mark there are d� Privileges in c� We
have d� � d� � N � We name STM �resp� STT � the number of steps performed by the Mark �resp�
the Token T��� Rosaz in �Ros��
 proves that along any computation from c� STM � STT  d�� In
the average� the Mark moves from a processor to its right neighbor every two Mark steps� After�
�d� � �N steps of Token T�� in the average the Mark has moved at most ��d� d���� � �d� times�
As the Token T� moves during all its steps� we conclude that T� is held by the marked processor in
the average� after � rounds of T�� During this time� the Token T has performed at most � rounds�

The color of Mark was randomly computed �probability ���� when the Token that follows T� was
held by the marked processor� Therefore� the probability that T� does not have the Mark color is
���� In that case the T� vanishes when it reaches the marked processor� Thus� the expectation
time to discard a Token is less than � T �rounds� The expectation time to reach a legitimate is less
than �N T �rounds �i�e� O�N�� computation steps � Lemma �����

� Conclusion

We have presented a randomized self�stabilizing token circulation protocol on unidirectional anony�
mous rings under unfair distributed scheduler� We have given a formal proof of the convergence of
the protocol�
Once stabilized� our protocol provides a ��fair token circulation� during a round each processor has
only one time a token�
The memory space required by our protocol on each processor is O�MN��� Our protocol is proven
to be space optimal �BGJ		a
�
Moreover the service time is always bounded �O�N�� computation steps to perform N token
rounds�� Under a synchronous scheduler� in N computation steps� each processor has a token�
The stabilization time is similar to the one of protocols �DGT��� KY��� Joh��
� O�N�� computation
steps�
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